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Annotation: The article is devoted to the methods of using kinemes in English and Russian cultures. The importance 

of non-verbal communication, kinesics is also considered and examples of gestures and their significance used in different 

cultures are given. The following is an analysis of the reception of kinemes, which helps to identify difficulties encountered 

in the transmission of kinemes in Russian and English cultures, which indicates that gestures of different cultures may not 

coincide. When transferring from one culture to another, a mistake can be made, because what is considered to be 

respectfulness in one culture can be extremely offensive to another. Difficulties in transferring kinemes from English to 

Russian arise due to the partial mismatch of kinemes in these cultures. 

Аннотация: Статья посвящена приемам использования кинем в английской и русской культурах. Также 

рассматривается значение невербальной коммуникации, кинесики и приводятся примеры жестов и их значение, 

используемых в разных культурах. Далее дается анализ приема кинем, который помогает выявить трудности, 

возникаюшие при передаче кинем в русской и английской культурах, что указывает на то, что жесты различных 

культур могут не совпадать. При переводе с одной культуры на другую можно допустить ошибку, так как то, 

что в одной культуре принято считать проявлением уважения, для другой может быть крайне оскорбительным. 

Трудности передачи кинем с английского языка на русский возникают из-за частичного несовпадения кинем в 

этих культурах. 

Аннотация: Макала англис жана орус маданияттарда колдонула турган кинема ыкмаларына арналган. 

Ошондой эле ар кандай маданияттарда колдонулган кыймыл жана алардын маанилери, оозеки эмес байланыш, 

кинесика жана алардын үлгүлөрү менен кызмат кылуунун маанилүүлүгүн талкуулайт. Төмөнкү ар түрдүү 

маданияттардын кадам да болушу мүмкүн эмес экенин көрсөтүү менен, орус жана англис маданияттарда 

кинема өткөрүп жатканда кыйынчылыктарды аныктоого жардам берет. Бир маданияттын дагы бир 

которуусунда жаңылыштыгы болушу мүмкүн, анткени ага карата колдонулуучу сөз болушу үчүн, бир маданият 

болуп эсептелет. Кинема которуу англис тилинен орус тилине кыйынчылыктар жарым-жартылай дал 

келбестиги келип чыгат. 
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Non-verbal communication is one of the most important areas for the functioning of signs and symbolic 

information and occupies a significant place in the life of a person and society(Kreidlin 2004,582: 3). 

Kinesics, understood - in the broad sense of the word - as the science of the language of the body and its parts, 



along with paralinguistics is the central area of non-verbal semiotics. Sometimes kinesics are identified with the 

technique of the body, including also non-sign movements, the term body technique belongs to M. Moss (1996, 82:4). 

The objects of kinesics are kinema - these are the movements of the body, face and eyes that perform expressively 

regulatory functions in communication: gestures, postures, gait, facial expressions, looks. Kinesika is one of the 

nonverbal codes based on culturally specific movements of the human body (Gnatyuk O.L., 2010, 256:2) 

Kinesika in the broad sense of the word - the science of body language and its parts body. In a narrow sense, 

Kinesika is a doctrine of gestures, primarily hand gestures.   In addition, the object of kinesics are mimic 

gestures, gestures of the head and legs, postures and symbolic movements (Kreidlin 2004,583: 3). 

There are more than 200 countries and at least 4 thousand different languages in the world. Of 

course, going on a trip, especially to distant exotic countries, it is difficult to learn the languages and 

dialects that will be needed in communication. Therefore, sign language comes to the aid of an inquisitive 

tourist. In many countries, it is quite possible to find out the minimum necessary information without 

knowing the local language, exclusively using gestures. However, not in all countries the same gesture has 

the same meaning. But in almost all countries, non-verbal means of communication (which include 

gestures and facial expressions) play an important role in communication. And sometimes facial 

expressions and gestures speak more about people than their words. (Napp M., Hall J.,2007,512: 5) 

There are different gestures, but not all gestures have the same meaning: 

Thumb up. In most countries, this is a gesture of approval (from here, by the way, the “Like” sign 

appeared on many social networks) or a sign that you are trying to catch a passing car on the highway. 

This gesture in both English and Russian culture means the same thing "excellent." This gesture and both 

cultures is used almost equally in cases, for example, when we make someone a compliment, that he looks 

great, or when a person has done any job perfectly, etc. But there is also a difference between the use of 

this gesture between English and Russian cultures, for example, the English when they want to stop the 

route they often use “thumb up” gesture, but in Russian culture this gesture is not used in this situation, the 

Russians usually simply wave their hand. 

Gesture "Everything is OK" This gesture often in both cultures perceived positively and implies 

that everything is in order. This gesture is also used in Russian and English cultures, for example, when 

people agree with anything, or when they answer to the interviewer that they are doing well. (6) 

Peace or victory - the index finger and middle finger raised up, placed to the side in the form of the letter 

V. This “peace or victory’ gesture in English and Russian cultures use differently. 

In English culture this gesture means victory or peace, but Russians often use this gesture when they are 

photographed, because they think that's how they turn out to be cool or positive. 

Nod your head. Nodding the head in English and Russian cultures have the same meaning. Because 

in English and Russian cultures nodding your head up and down means agreement, and swaying your head 

from side to side means disagreement. However, Russians use this gesture not only agreement and 

disagreement, they also use this gesture when they for example say “No” for someone. (6) 

Hugging. In English and Russian cultures this gesture have a little bit differences. For example 

English people are quite emotional, and they are hug all people to express the joy of meeting. But Russians 

not hugging all people, they think hugging completely strangers, when they are meeting, they just shake 

hands. In Russian culture people hug only close people. And here we can see the difference of using this 

gesture in both cultures, and we can know that in English culture people are very friendship. 

Alluring gesture with index finger. In English culture if you beckon someone with your finger, 

they will understand you clearly, perceiving this gesture as a calling. But in Russian culture, this is a sign 

of strong insult. Russians don’t use this gesture, because it shows human non-tolerance. 

Temple finger. Turning the index finger at a temple in Russian culture, you will be hinted at 

someone's stupidity. But in English culture means "live your mind." 

There are a lot of gestures, but we examined only the most popular gestures in English and Russian 

cultures. 

Some examples of English kinemes rendering into Russian: 



1. She presses her lips together and then smiles. 

(Она сжимает губы, потом улыбается.) (Collins S. 2011,Chapter I, p.26:1) 

Press the lips means if the upper and lower lips of the interlocutor are closely connected, it means that he 

wants to say something, but restrains himself. Suspects often, before admitting a crime, tighten their lips. They want 

to confess, but involuntarily tighten their lips so as not to give themselves away. This gesture in English and Russian 

cultures have the same meaning. In both cultures “presses the lips and smiles” gesture, uses for example when two 

or more people speak and and may be one of the interlocutors spoke badly about her, to which she reacted badly 

because she did not like it, but she pressed her lips and then smiled. 

2. Our eyes met for only a second, then he turned his head away. I dropped my gaze, 

embarrassed, and that's when I saw it. 

(На   секунду   наши   глаза   встретились,   он   тут   же   отвернулся,   а   я   смутившись, 

опустила взгляд на землю) (Collins S. 2011,Chapter II, p.69:1 ) 

In English and Russian cultures these gestures people use a little differently. Because, in English culture 

people not shy, they always open for everyone. But in Russian culture people are very shy, and they feel themselves 

not sure, that’s why they often drop the gaze. There is also the same meanings between these two cultures, that “eyes 

met for only a second” means that people look in one moment at each other. It also depends on situation, for example 

in English and Russian cultures this gesture can be used when a man and a woman fall in love. Turn the head away 

means turn back from someone. Drop the gaze means to stop looking at someone and look down, usually because you 

feel uncomfortable. So these gestures in English and Russian cultures have the same meanings. This example “Our 

eyes met for only a second, then he turned his head away. I dropped my gaze, embarrassed, and that's when I saw it” 

we can see that it is about man and woman which fall in love, because at first here mentioned that their eyes met for 

only a second, and then a man turned his head away which means that he was shy, and we can see that the woman 

also was shy, that’s why she droped her gaze and embarrassed. 

3. He nods, as if remembering the squirrel. 

(Он кивает, как будто вспомнил.) (Collins S. 2011,Chapter III, p.81:1) 

There are a lot of situations when in English and Russian cultures people use this gesture. Nodding means 

lower and raise one's head slightly and briefly, especially in greeting, assent, understanding or to give someone a 

signal. This gesture people in English and Russian culture use the same. For example, if people nodding it means that 

they agree with somebody or like in this example “he nods, as  if  remembering  the  squirrel” which  means  that  

people  also can  use  this gesture when they remember about something and so on. In this sentence we can 

understand that a man doesn’t remember somebody or something, but he pretends as if he remembered. 

4. I lift my chin a bit higher, put on my most winning smile, and wave with my free 

hand. 

(Я  вздергиваю подбородок, приклеиваю на лицо самую обворожительную улыбку и 

приветственно машу свободной рукой.) (Collins S. 2011,Chapter IV, p.150:1) 

In this sentence lift one’s chin a bit higher means raise one’s chin; put on winning smile means when you 

don’t want smile, but you try to smile; wave with hand means when you greet someone in the distance you should 

wave for him. It is an example about a woman, which doesn’t want smile, but pretends and put on her most winning 

smile. Because when people smile they show that they are open, friendly, happy and so on. We also see that she waves 

with her hand, it means that she greets other people. In English and Russian cultures people always smile and wave 

with hand when they greet with someone. 

5. As I gain confidence, I actually blow a few kisses to the crowd. 

(Постепенно я совсем смелею и даже посылаю толпе воздушные поцелуи.) (Collins S. 

2011,Chapter IV, p.152:1) 

In this sentence we can see that it is about a woman, which was very shy, but she gains confidence and then 

even blows a few kisses to the crowd. From this example we also understand that she went on the stage and felt 

insecure and exited. And when she gained courage she blew a few kisses to the crowd. We usually send a kiss only 

for close people. And also we blow the kiss if we are further away from the person to say goodbye. This gesture in 

English and Russian cultures have also the same meaning. In both cultures people are very friendly and they also 



blow a few kisses when they greet or say goodbye. 

6. She shakes her head in denial quickly and hurries away from the table. 

(Она отрицательно качает головой и убегает.) (Collins S. 2011,Chapter VII, p.159:1 ) 

Shake one’s head means to indicate disapproval, disagreement, negation, or uncertainty by turning one's 

head from one side to the other and back. In this sentence we can see that she shakes her head  because she 

doesn’t agree with someone, or maybe she doesn’t know something or she answers “no” and so on. Of course, it 

depends on different situation. But due to this example “she shakes her head in denial quickly and hurries away 

from the table” we can understand that a woman doesn’t agree with someone, that’s why she shakes her head 

and then hurries away. 

7. But he just shrugs. 

(Он пожимает плечами) (Collins S. 2011,Chapter VI, p.187:1 ) 

In this sentence shrugs means if somebody asks about something, but you don’t know the answer you can 

show it with shrug gesture. From this sentence we can see that a man shrugs, because he shows indifference or 

maybe doubt about anything. In English and Russian cultures “shrug” gesture have the same meaning. The 

shrugging gesture is a good example of a universal gesture that signifies that a person does not know or 

understand what it is about. 

8. «Thank you for your consideration», I say. Then I give a slight bow and walk straight toward 

the exit without being dismissed. (Спасибо   за  внимание,-  говорю  я  с  поклоном   и,  не   дожидаясь  

разрешения,  иду  к выходу). (Collins S. 2011,Chapter VI, p.185:1 ) head or upper body. These sentences show 

us that it is about a person, who perform on stage. After the performance he said “thank you for your 

consideration” and he gives a slight bow. So, when a performer makes a bow, everyone should to stand up. This 

is a show of respect for the artist and his creativity. On stage, the bow is usually performed at the end of the 

performance. In the lesson in the dance class the performers make a bow at the beginning (greeting of the 

teacher, concertmaster and viewer) and at the end of the lesson (gratitude for attention). 

9. Unexpectedly, she throws her arms around me. I only hesitate a moment before I 

hug her back. (Неожиданно, она обнимает меня. Секунду поколебавшись, я прижимаю её к себе.) 

(Collins S. 2011,Chapter VIII, p.213:1 ) 

Throw arms around means to hug. Hugging means to hold someone close to your body with your arms, 

usually to show that you like, love or value them. This gesture in English and Russian cultures use to show love 

for each other. Hugs accompany us throughout our lives. We embrace friends and family, embrace when meeting 

and after separation, embrace each other to express our joy and gratitude. Hugging loved ones is important because 

hugs contribute to a sense of protection in a person. As a child, when we were ill or hurt, we immediately ran to our 

mother for barking and consolation and tried to get stronger on her. From embrace us became good and 

everything seemed not so scary. When we grow up, we still stay in the shower a bit of children, and any person 

in any situation gets a drop better if he is hugged by a close or simply familiar. 
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